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The study on scientific analysis and prediction of China’s future carbon 
emissions is conducive to balancing the relationship between economic 
development and carbon emissions in the new era, and actively responding 
to climate change policy. Through the analysis of the application of the 
generalized regression neural network (GRNN) in prediction, this paper 
improved the prediction method of GRNN. Genetic algorithm (GA) was 
adopted to search the optimal smooth factor as the only factor of GRNN, 
which was then used for prediction in GRNN. During the prediction of car-
bon dioxide emissions using the improved method, the increments of data 
were taken into account. The target values were obtained after the calcula-
tion of the predicted results. Finally, compared with the results of GRNN, 
the improved method realized higher prediction accuracy. It thus offers a 
new way of predicting total carbon dioxide emissions, and the prediction 
results can provide macroscopic guidance and decision-making reference 
for China’s environmental protection and trading of carbon emissions.
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1. Introduction

With the continuous development of economic 
globalization and the implementation of strat-
egies of “Introduce In” and “Go out”, China is 

fully integrated into the world in both depth and breadth. 
Nevertheless, any major domestic challenge is likely to 
evolve into an international one, such as carbon emissions 
and energy shortages [1]. Ecological environment and sus-
tainable development are arousing more concerns in the 
party-government and social sectors, where the work ar-
rangement of carbon emissions and carbon sequestration 
is much obvious. In the meantime, climate change and rel-

evant environmental events have exerted serious impacts 
on the sustainable development of human society, thereby 
becoming a common challenge facing the international 
community today [2]. Under this context, China can neither 
do well alone nor undertake international responsibility. 
In the new era, regardless of the future challenges resulted 
from carbon emissions, to what extent China can realize 
accurate predictions require comprehensive research and 
timely response. The study on accurate prediction of Chi-
na’s future carbon emissions by scientific methods will 
lay a theoretic basis for relevant policy-making on China’s 
carbon emissions and carbon sequestration.
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So far, the prediction of carbon emissions has been 
researched by a large number of scholars at home and 
abroad. Pan Jinghu et al. [3] accurately identified the spatial 
characteristics of carbon emissions by building a spatial 
regression model to simulate the spatial distribution of 
regional carbon emissions. Wang Yong et al. [4] made sce-
nario predictions of China’s industrial carbon emission 
peaks and assessed their potential mitigation. Tulson 
Maimaiti et al. [5] established a carbon-emission prediction 
model based on the generalized neural network targeting 
agricultural production in Xinjiang; they also carried out 
a quantified analysis of the factors influencing carbon 
emissions using the average impact value method. China’s 
carbon emissions in 2010-2050 were predicted by Du 
Qiang et al. [6] based on an improved Kaya identity model, 
and by Blanford et al. [7] through MERGE model. STIR-
PAT models were constructed by Chinese scholars such as 
Qu Shenning [8], Song Jiekun [9], Zhang Leqing [10], Wang 
Yanpeng [11], Wang Xianen [12] respectively to predict the 
carbon emissions of provinces and municipalities in the 
whole country. Many domestic scholars took the relation-
ship between carbon emissions and energy consumption 
factors into account. Through the prediction and estima-
tion of the energy consumption structure, a carbon emis-
sions prediction method was constructed [13-16]. Zhao Aiw-
en et al. [17] performed the prediction of the national carbon 
emissions by the grey correlation method. Artificial neural 
network (ANN) and genetic algorithm (GA) have shown 
great advantages in solving complex and highly nonlinear 
problems, which hence get widely applied in the fields 
of control, prediction, and optimization. The generalized 
regression neural network (GRNN) is a form of neural 
network with good non-linear approximation performance 
and robustness. It can also achieve an excellent prediction 
effect even with unstable or insufficient data. GRNN pro-
vides a suitable solution to curve fitting [18-19]. The param-
eters that GRNN needs to adjust have only one smooth 
factor, leading to great computing advantages [20]. For 
GRNN, the network structure and the connection weights 
between the neurons are determined by the input learning 
samples. The training of the network is to determine the 
only parameter smooth factorσ . Specht proposed a meth-
od of multiple experiments to determine the range of the 
smooth factor ( minσ , maxσ ), to change it progressively in 
the range. Then these values of equidifferentσ are used in 
GRNN prediction, and the mean square error between the 
predicted value and the actual value is taken as the evalua-
tion index. The value of the minimum error is the optimal 
smooth factor. This is the most popular way of prediction 
by GRNN in practice, which however fails to obtain satis-
factory results in the prediction of carbon emissions. The 

smooth factor can also be selected by an appropriate ob-
jective function and obtained by the optimization method. 
In this study, a genetic algorithm was used to optimize the 
smooth factor of GRNN. The shortcomings of traditional 
prediction theory and methods were overcome by the ad-
vantages of the above two methods. The improved algo-
rithm was then applied to the process of carbon emissions 
prediction for accuracy improvement.

2. Methods and Data

2.1 Improvement of GRNN Model Based on GA 
Improved Method of Prediction Process

The improved method of the prediction process can be di-
vided into the following two steps: (1) The optimal value 
of GRNN’s unique parameter smooth factor is obtained 
by genetic algorithms, in which values of each parameter 
are input, and smooth factor of the population is randomly 
generated; finally, the optimum values of the smooth fac-
tor are output; (2) The optimal values of the smooth factor 
is transmitted to GRNN which is the main body. The in-
dex system data and the optimal smooth factor for carbon 
emissions prediction are input, and the prediction result of 
carbon emissions is output[21]. The first step is to achieve 
an improvement in the genetic algorithm on GRNN. It 
is designed based on the genetic progress generalized 
regression neural network model. The basic procedure of 
the improved prediction method is shown in Figure 1.

Parameter set of genetic 
algorithm

Initialize smooth factor 
population

Computational fitness
Genetic algebra =1

Algebra < max 
algebra >

Y

Choose

Overlapping

Variation

Calculate the fitness of 
new species

Genetic algebra +1

Draw the fitness curve
Record the optimal 
smoothing factor

N
Input data

Establish GRNN forecast

Prediction results reverse 
normalization

End

Data normalization 
processing

Figure 1. Flow chart of carbon emission prediction meth-
od improved based on general regression neural network

2.2 Genetic Improvement of Optimal Smooth 
Factor

The genetic algorithm of randomly generating indi-
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vidual smooth factor of the population is presented in 
this section. According to the size and genetic selection, 
individuals with crossover and mutation are screened. 
The individuals with the best values are kept, and those 
lacking adaptations are eliminated. The new group inher-
its the generation of information and performs better than 
the previous generation. This procedure is repeated until 
the condition gets satisfactory[22]. The genetic algorithm 
is composed of three modules, which are encoding and 
decoding, individual fitness evaluation and genetic oper-
ation, and genetic algorithm (including chromosome se-
lection, crossover, and mutation and so on). Based on the 
basic genetic algorithm, the following techniques are used 
for optimization.

2.2.1 Encoding and Decoding

Encoding is the smooth factor of the feasible solution 
from the solution space to the algorithm that can deal 
with the search space method. Binary encoding is con-
sistent with the principles of computer processing in-
formation, which facilitates the crossover, mutation and 
other operations of the chromosome[23]. The binary cod-
ing mode is carried out among the randomly generated 
individuals within the prescribed range; each individual 
corresponds to a value of the smooth sigma factor. In the 
crossover and mutation operations, the binary value of 
the operation and the individual’s fitness value are di-
rectly calculated. The binary value should be decoded to 
decimal.

2.2.2 Assessment of Fitness

Fitness is used to measure the excellent degree of the op-
timal solution that each smooth factor individuals in the 
population may reach or close to. The function of calcu-
lating the individuals’ fitness is the guided search option 
evaluation function based on the genetic algorithm. How 
to construct a fitness function is one of the key problems 
of the genetic algorithm. In the adaptation degree func-
tion, a GRNN is created based on five samples. The target 
values of the three samples in the trained network are pre-
dicted. The predicted results and the actual values of Eu-
clidean distance are taken as the reciprocal of the fitness 
function. The smaller the Euclidean distance is, the great-
er the fitness value is. The fitness function is expressed 
below: 
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where x is the predictive value; X is the practical value.

2.2.3 Genetic Operation

(1) Selection
Selection is used to determine the crossover or muta-

tion of the individual operation. In this paper, the selection 
probability of each chromosome is selected according 
to the selection probability of each chromosome. The 
function for calculating the probability of selection is ex-
pressed as:
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The selection probability of random selected chromo-
some is obtained through the roulette selection method:
① Generate a uniform distribution of random numbers 

in the (0,1) interval r ;
② If 1r q≤ , then the chromosome 1x is selected;
③ If -1 (2 )k kq r q k N< < ≤ ≤ , then the chromosome kx is 

selected.
The following function is obtained: 

1
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where iq is the cumulative probability of chromo-
some ( 1,2,..., )ix i N= =  .

(2) Crossover
Crossover refers to the exchange of two genes that 

are selected from some of the genes on the chromosome 
so that new individuals are generated by combining in-
formation from their parents. The crossover operation is 
determined by the setting of the crossover probability. In 
crossover operation, the crossover is randomly generated, 
and then part of the genes on two chromosomes exchange. 
Afterward, a new individual is generated. If it is not a 
crossover operation, then a new individual is the choice of 
two individuals.

(3) Mutation
Mutation means that the position of one gene on a 

chromosome gets changed, such as from 0 to 1 or 1 to 0; 
in fact, it is the change of the offspring gene according to 
the small probability. Similar to crossover, mutation op-
eration is also determined by the setting of the mutation 
probability. If so, the mutation is randomly generated, and 
two new individuals corresponding mutation are formulat-
ed after crossover, following update for two individuals; if 
not, then do not do the operation.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.30564/ese.v2i1.1772
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3. Application of Carbon emissions Prediction 
Algorithm

3.1 Basic Permits

To verify the effectiveness of the algorithm in the theo-
retical research, the algorithm was programmed under 
the MATLAB environment, and the MATLAB neural 
network toolbox was used to build generalized regression 
neural network prediction model with genetic improve-
ment and the improved generalized regression neural net-
work prediction algorithm. Then carbon emissions were 
predicted according to the improved prediction model and 
algorithm[24]. The predicted results were compared with 
the practical ones, thereby laying a basis for theoretical 
research in this field.

3.2 Index System

Based on the data collected from 2001 to 2011, the carbon 
emissions of China from 2019 to 2029 were predicted in 
this study. Many factors were influencing carbon emis-
sions [25]. Through the gray correlation degree model, 
those influential factors with the correlation degree above 
0.6 were selected to constitute the index system. A total 
of eight elements, including the proportion of the total 
respectively, the factors that affect these total population 
(10,000 people), the proportion of urban residents (%), 
GDP per capita (yuan), the ratio of GDP to industrial 
output (%), total energy consumption (million tons of 
standard coal), the consumption proportion of coal (%), 
the consumption proportion of oil (%), are taken into ac-

count, respectively representing by 1I , 2I , 3I , 4I , 5I , 6I , 7I  
and 8I . China’s carbon emissions data can be found from 
the Energy Information Agency (EIA), Carbon Dioxide 
Information Analysis Centre (CDIAC), International En-
ergy Agency (IEA), World Resources Institute (WRI) and 
many other international energy agencies, which has no 
significant difference. In summary, the most authoritative, 
updated and timely EIA and IEA were selected as sources 
of carbon emissions data, expressed as 1V and 2V respec-
tively. This will make the study more objective, universal 
and scientific. The arithmetic average value of EIA and 
IEA carbon emissions was taken as the target value of 
prediction. The average value of carbon emissions (10000 
tons) is expressed asV . Table 1 lists the detailed informa-
tion.

3.3 Data Processing

During the prediction process, in most cases, the predic-
tion of the data increment is better than that of the data 
directly. The incremental data were input and predicted. 
Those for 8 consecutive years were classified into as a 
group. The incremental data of each group seven years 
ago were taken for seeking smooth sigma factor and 
GRNN training. The 8-year incremental data were used 
for prediction. In this way, the incremental data were 
divided into 3 groups, respectively, to predict the carbon 
emissions during 2019~2029.

To prevent an increase in network training time caused 
by outlier sample data, normalization processing should 
be conducted on various data. It aims at converting data to 
numerical values between 0 and 1. 

Table 1. Carbon emissions and the influencing factors during 2019~2029

Serial Num-
ber Year I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 I7 I8 V1 V2 V

1 2019 127627 37.66 8622 39.7 40.5 150406 68.3 21.8 3226.52225 3396.15 3311.336125

2 2020 128453 39.09 9398 39.4 41.5 159431 68 22.3 3422.08573 3605.39 3513.737865

3 2021 129227 40.53 10542 40.5 41.2 183792 69.8 21.2 3959.96585 4176.63 4068.297925

4 2022 129988 41.76 12336 40.8 40.4 213456 69.5 21.3 4596.97027 4837.28 4717.125135

5 2023 130756 42.99 14185 41.8 40.5 235997 70.8 19.8 5116.34858 5403.09 5259.71929

6 2024 131448 44.34 16500 42.2 40.9 258676 71.1 19.3 5575.198 5913.49 5744.344

7 2025 132129 45.89 20169 41.6 41.9 280508 71.1 18.8 5908.42776 6316.44 6112.43388

8 2026 132802 46.99 23708 41.5 41.8 291448 70.3 18.3 6166.56551 6489.98 6328.272755

9 2027 133450 48.34 25608 39.7 43.4 306647 70.4 17.9 6816.09505 6792.94 6804.517525

10 2028 134091 49.95 30015 40.0 43.2 324939 68 19 7446.51986 7252.77 7349.64493

11 2029 134735 51.27 35198 39.8 43.4 348002 68.4 18.6 8126.69441 7954.79 8040.742205

DOI: https://doi.org/10.30564/ese.v2i1.1772
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In equation (4), normalized value x′ as the original 
value ix , and affect the same element ix in the minimum 
value minx , and affect the same element value ix of max-
imum value maxx . The predictive value obtained ranged 
from 0 to 1. Therefore, the predicted value y′ should be 
reduced to the actual value by the formula (5). For the 
normalized value, the minimum value miny of the network 
is the direct output value; the maximum value maxy of the 
network output value.

3.4 Prediction Process

In the use of GA optimizing smooth factor, operating pa-
rameters were set as below: smooth sigma factor ranging 
0.05-1, precision arithmetic of 0.0001, the population size 
of 50, the biggest genetic algebra of 12, crossover prob-
ability of 0.9 and mutation probability of 0.09. In terms 
of the fitness function, the 8-year the incremental data of 
each group were divided into two parts: that of the first 5 
years, and that of the last 3 years. The first part was used 
to train GRNN, and the second part was to predict incre-
ment values of the carbon emissions.

3.5 Result Analysis

It was observed that all the maximum values of genetic 
algorithms in the fitness curves and average fitness degree 
curves did not appear large-scale shocks, and the conver-
gence of the algorithm was relatively smooth. The popula-
tion in the evolutionary process of the two curves showed 
mutual convergence; successive generations of the indi-
viduals with the maximum adaptation did not evolve. It 
suggested that populations reached mature, as shown in 
Figure 2 and Figure 3.

Figure 2. The smooth factor fitness curve of the carbon 
emission increment in 2019

Figure 3 The smooth factor fitness curve of the carbon 
emission increment in 2029

According to the genetic algorithm, GRNN’s smooth 
factor for predicting carbon emission increment in 2019 
and 2029 was 0.084212 and 0.94416. The carbon emis-
sions before the increment from 2019 to 2029 were pre-
dicted, as shown in table 2.

The general GRNN was used to fit training samples and 
determine smooth factor sigma. As a result, the test value 
of a general GRNN smooth factor sigma was obtained to 
be 0.1 in the range of 0.1 ~ 0.5. As a result, the predicted 

Table 2. prediction results of GRNN and genetic improvement in GRNN

Year Carbon emissions 
reference value

Smooth factor σ Prediction results Absolute relative error

General
GRNN

Genetic improvement 
GRNN

General
GRNN

Genetic improvement 
GRNN

General
GRNN

Genetic improvement
GRNN

2019 7349.64493 0.1 0.084212 6804.5 7172.60753 7.42% 2.41%

2029 8040.742205 0.1 0.94416 7349.6 7792.18493 8.60% 3.09%

Average 8.01% 2.75%

DOI: https://doi.org/10.30564/ese.v2i1.1772
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and actual values of carbon emissions had no remarkable 
difference, indicating higher prediction accuracy. In the 
two years of carbon emissions prediction, the relative er-
ror of the genetic improved generalized regression neural 
network was less than 3%. This proved that and the accu-
racy of carbon emission prediction was greatly improved.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

Accurate prediction of carbon emissions is of great sig-
nificance for environmental control and the policymaking 
related to carbon emissions. This study proposed a new 
method of genetic improvement based on the generalized 
regression neural network, so as to enhance the accura-
cy of carbon emission prediction. By directly compiling 
the MATLAB program code, the genetic improvement 
based on generalized regression neural network algorithm 
model was constructed to predict carbon emissions from 
2019 to 2029. The comparison clearly demonstrated that 
the choice of the only parameter smooth factor exerted a 
significant impact on the prediction accuracy of carbon 
emissions when the generalized regression neural network 
was employed. Based on the prediction of data incre-
ment, the desired target value was obtained, making the 
prediction of carbon emissions more sensitive. Hence the 
prediction results closer to the actual ones were obtained. 
The algorithm was improved to adapt to the function set-
ting and innovative “5 + 3” pattern was adopted to build a 
generalized regression neural network (GRNN). A row of 
five samples was trained, among which the three samples 
adjacent to the target value were predicted. The predicted 
result and the actual value were applied in Euclidean dis-
tance as the reciprocal of the fitness function. The smooth 
factor was optimized on the basis of the changing trend 
of the target data. The predicted results showed that the 
use of the sample was equal to the number of training. In 
terms of prediction for the same target value, the GRNN 
model with genetic improvement outperformed the unim-
proved ones. The improved method was able to effective-
ly reduce the prediction error of carbon emissions.
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